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1. Background  

The Modern Slavery Act 2015 (the “MSA”) requires any commercial organisation in any sector, 

which supplies goods or services in the United Kingdom, and carries on a business or part of a 

business in the United Kingdom, with an annual turnover of £36 million or more, to publish an 

annual slavery and human trafficking statement. 

This Anti-Slavery and Human Trafficking Statement (“Statement”) is made on behalf of Cromwell 

European Holdings Limited (“Cromwell”, “we”, “us”) pursuant to Section 54 of the MSA. It sets out 

the steps which we have taken for the last financial year ending 30 June 2020 to prevent modern 

slavery and human trafficking in Cromwell’s operations and its supply chain and its plans for the 

future. 

2. Organisational Structure, Business and Supply Chain 

2.0 Our Organisation and Business 

Cromwell is part of the Cromwell Property Group (“CPG”), a global real estate investor and manager 

that owns, manages and invests in commercial property on three continents with a global investor 

base. CPG is an internally managed Australian Real Estate Investment Trust listed on the 

Australian Securities Exchange.  

As at 30 June 2020, the total assets under management by CPG amounted to €7.3bn across 

Australia, New Zealand and Europe with over 220 assets let to more than 3,000 tenants. 

In Europe, Cromwell operates in 12 countries (being the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, 

France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Sweden and the United 

Kingdom) with 17 offices and more than 220 employees. It manages €3.5bn of assets, with over 

158 properties (52% office, 21% retail, 21% light industrial/logistics, 6% other sectors) let to more 

than 2,250 tenants.  

Cromwell is a ‘values led’ organisation and our corporate beliefs are encapsulated by the following 

statement. 

“Our teams of principled, empathetic and spirited people build collegiality to create an 
environment that fosters a drive for accuracy and diligence. With the courage of our 
convictions, we embrace accountability for our decisions and actions. Our humility deeply 
commits us to continuous improvement.” 

Paul Weightman, CEO Cromwell Property Group 

For further information, please refer to https://www.cromwellpropertygroup.com/ 

Since 1 January 2019, CPG’s Australian business has been subject to legislation enacted in 

Australia which, in common with the MSA, also focuses on combating modern slavery. The 

reporting entity under this Australian legislation is Cromwell Corporation Limited (which is also the 

ultimate holding company of Cromwell). Its modern slavery statement is due to be published by 31 

March 2021 and will further elaborate on CPG’s global approach to supply chain management. 

Cromwell will collaborate with CPG’s Australian business and continue to develop its modern 



 

  

slavery framework as part of that global approach, some of which is now capable of being set out 

in this statement. 

2.1 Our Supply Chain  

Our supply chain is twofold – we have suppliers which provide services to the corporate side of our 

business and suppliers which we engage on our client mandates. 

Corporate  

Cromwell directly engages workers/employees who are typically professionals (e.g. fund 

managers, portfolio managers, accountants, lawyers etc.)  and we have therefore assessed 

the risk of modern slavery occurring in our own business as low.  

To assist the functioning of our corporate business, Cromwell appoints a variety of 

corporate suppliers for the provision of professional services (e.g. external legal counsel, 

auditors etc). Again, we have assessed the risk of modern slavery occurring in this supply 

chain as low.  

However, in relation to lower skilled third-party suppliers engaged in the running of our 

corporate offices (e.g. cleaners and other services used in our offices), we take the same 

approach to the risks of modern slavery occurring as we take with respect to the risks in 

our broader client mandate supply chain,  

Client mandates 

Cromwell manages property funds on behalf of its clients (i.e. the investors). Property funds 

comprise portfolios of real estate assets that are managed across Europe. Funds 

management, strategic management and professional services are principally provided by 

Cromwell and externally appointed professional service consultants. However, activities 

such as technical property management and facilities management are typically outsourced 

by Cromwell to third-party suppliers.  

Cromwell recognises that there are risks of modern slavery that may arise or be present 

within aspects of its business activities. With regards to the client side of our business, we 

have assessed that the outsourcing of technical property management services presents 

the greatest exposure to modern slavery occurring in our supply chains and is therefore 

our main area of focus. This is because the third-party property managers will typically 

arrange for facility management services to be subcontracted to second tier suppliers in 

potentially low skilled labour sectors.  

To mitigate these risks, we have taken a number of steps as further set out below and we 

continue to develop a risk-based approach as described in this statement.   

2.2 Mapping and assessing supply chains 

As referenced above, CPG has started to reduce the risk of modern slavery in our supply chains 

by mapping our suppliers in Yardi (the property management and accounting system used by the 

CPG on client funds/mandates) to allow a risk assessment to be undertaken of those suppliers. 

The process of mapping our supply chain enables us to better understand our supplier network and 

identify where the risks of modern slavery are greatest and the opportunity to influence change is 

most significant.  

 



 

  

Mapping of suppliers and roll out of Yardi 

During the last financial year, Cromwell carried out mapping on approximately 220 of its 

EU client suppliers which had already been uploaded to Yardi. As a result, we were able to 

build an initial risk profile of Cromwell and to conclude that within our property management 

business the subcontracting of cleaning and construction works are our two largest risk 

categories.  

During this financial year Cromwell, in collaboration with our Australian business, will 

commence carrying out a more extensive mapping exercise of its current suppliers as 

follows: 

• Cromwell’s corporate suppliers will be mapped using the JD Edwards software; and 

• suppliers engaged on Cromwell’s client mandates will be mapped using Yardi.  

Suppliers will be mapped by sector, labour skill level, country and amount of expenditure.   

Supplier mapping will continue to be implemented with the ongoing roll out of the Yardi 

software platform across all of our client mandates. We envisage that the successful roll 

out of Yardi will have a significant impact on Cromwell’s ability to categorise and risk 

manage its supply chain using the methodology and approach adopted by CPG as Yardi 

will provide one centralised database which will store all client suppliers in one place. 

During the next financial year, we will continue to roll out the Yardi platform across our client 

mandates to assist with the on-going mapping and risk categorisation of suppliers across 

Europe. 

Risk categorisation 

During the last financial year, CPG engaged external consultants to assist CPG in 

establishing risk metrics to determine inherent modern slavery risks. This exercise was 

carried out to assist with the risk categorisation process to be implemented across the 

European platform as part of the introduction of the new Global Procurement policy and to 

enable a risk assessment of all active tier one suppliers in Australia (i.e. suppliers engaged 

directly by or on behalf of CPG or one of the funds/mandates it manages). Such metrics 

were based on industry categorisation and the country of origin of suppliers, while a 

comprehensive data analysis considered the presence of modern slavery risk indicators.  

Based on the completed risk assessment, in the latter half of 2021, CPG will begin to roll 

out four new risk categories for new suppliers, with those assessed as representing the 

highest risk being subject to greater levels of due diligence and ongoing risk management. 

Such categorisation assists with prioritising the review of suppliers with the largest potential 

impact relating to modern slavery risks and to ensure that we are better equipped to 

promptly implement any remediation measures.   

During the next financial year Cromwell will implement the group approach and begin to 

risk categorise its current suppliers and any new suppliers.  

Modern Slavery questionnaire  

Complementary to the risk categorisation system which will separate suppliers into four 

risk/due diligence  categories (using  indicative factors  such as supply chain risk, our 

capacity to influence the supplier and their awareness of modern slavery risk) CPG has 

also developed a modern slavery questionnaire to be distributed to suppliers. Any new 

supplier which is categorised as being a “high risk” supplier will be asked to complete a 



 

  

more detailed and comprehensive questionnaire. This will be rolled out following 

completion of the aforementioned due diligence categorisation process. During the next 

financial year, we will review Cromwell’s current due diligence processes in respect of new 

suppliers and align these with the relevant aspects of CPG’s modern slavery questionnaire 

and associated due diligence practices.  

The aim of this more sophisticated assessment and risk monitoring is that it will enable us to take 

a more tailored response to any risks arising in the future. 

2.3 Supplier Code of Conduct 

Cromwell recognises the importance of building and maintaining strong partnerships with our 

suppliers. Core to this relationship is an expectation that suppliers hold a joint commitment to 

conduct business with integrity, honesty and in compliance with the law.  Cromwell expects that as 

providers of products or services, all suppliers will demonstrate and uphold our values, respect the 

rights of all people and uphold human rights in their business operations and their own supply 

chains. 

During the last financial year, we introduced a Supplier Code of Conduct setting out the standards 

to which we expect our suppliers to operate (including obligations with respect to human trafficking, 

and practices such as servitude, forced labour, forced or servile marriage, the sale and exploitation 

of children and debt bondage). The Supplier Code of Conduct is further underpinned by our 

corporate values and our Sustainability Framework and has been translated into the languages of 

the European nations where we operate. Our Supplier Code of Conduct can be found here.   

2.4 Contractual Obligations 

We continue to introduce modern slavery-focused contractual obligations in our agreements with 

key property managers (meaning third parties that are appointed to provide technical property 

management services).  As at the date of this statement, such contractual controls are in place in 

contracts in respect of properties which account for approximately 60% of the value of assets under 

our management.  

During the next financial year, we will continue to seek to incorporate in all new or renewed 

contracts with suppliers the model contractual clause which places a contractual obligation on our 

suppliers to comply with the Supplier Code of Conduct. Cromwell will monitor the inclusion of the 

model contractual clause through the completion of a contract approval form via our online risk 

management software platform so that there is appropriate governance relating to the inclusion or 

absence of adequate contractual obligations.  

Additionally, after completing the implementation of Yardi across the European platform, we will 

consider developing standardised terms and conditions (which will include specific modern slavery-

focused contractual obligations) to supplement any purchase orders sent through the Yardi platform 

to new vendors. 

2.5 Policies 

Cromwell has a number of other policies and procedures in place collectively demonstrating our 

approach to ensure that we act as a transparent, responsible and ethical business.  

 



 

  

European Code of Conduct 

Our European Code of Conduct (the “Code”) sets forth certain minimum standards of 

behaviours and business conduct that we expect of all employees and workers. It also 

encourages employees to speak up and either report any breach anonymously or to 

contact our Ethics Officer if they are concerned that the Code may not have been followed.  

Whistleblowing Policy 

Our Whistleblowing Policy actively encourages and supports the reporting of any actual or 

suspected malpractice by Cromwell or by a third party. Cromwell’s whistleblowing 

procedure is designed to ensure that any matter raised under this procedure will be 

investigated thoroughly, promptly and confidentially, and that appropriate action will be 

taken if any wrongdoing is confirmed. 

No instances of modern slavery or suspected modern slavery have been reported via our 

whistleblowing process or otherwise during the last financial year. 

Procurement Policy 

CPG will implement a group-wide Global Procurement policy during the next financial year 

to manage the onboarding and performance of suppliers and manage any remediation 

plans necessitated in accordance with the risk evaluation of such suppliers.  

The intention is that during the next financial year Cromwell will commence a phased 

introduction of the new Global Procurement policy and associated processes and will begin 

to align the current European vendor approval process with the new Australian vendor 

approval process to further assess and act on supplier risk.     

Other 

We anticipate that during the course of the next financial year, Cromwell will continue to 

collaborate with its Australian business to develop CPG’s new global Human Rights policy 

to supplement the existing modern slavery related policies. 

3. Training and Awareness 

During the last financial year, we rolled out online modern slavery training to staff and included 

such training in the on-boarding process for all new employees.   

The training module was delivered via our online learning management system, which allows us to 

track completion by employees across all regions.  Reporting on completion statistics is provided 

on a monthly basis to the CPG Group Board and our Risk and Compliance teams. Recent data 

shows that 99% of staff have completed the Modern Slavery Awareness online module and are 

therefore better equipped to act as our eyes and ears with respect to the risks of modern slavery 

occurring in our business and supply chains. 

During the next financial year, we will aim to develop a series of ‘Sustainability Learning Bites’ 

videos focusing on different modern slavery topics that will also raise the profile with our employees 

of the need to counter the risks of modern slavery occurring in our business and supply chains. 

In addition, during the next financial year we will consider upskilling key employees involved in the 

onboarding and approval of new suppliers of goods and services on our new Global Procurement 

policy and processes (i.e. the use of risk evaluation tools in Europe and our modern slavery supplier 



 

  

questionnaire in Australia) so that they can develop a deeper understanding of modern slavery risk 

indicators and supply chain management.  

4.  Developing our risk-based approach 

We will continue to assess what steps might be appropriate as we develop our understanding of 
the risk of modern slavery occurring in our own operations and supply chains. During the next 
financial year Cromwell will:  

 

• commence the more extensive mapping exercise of our current corporate and client suppliers 

which will be assisted by the continued roll out the Yardi platform across our client mandates;    

 

• begin to risk categorise our current suppliers and any new suppliers, in collaboration with our 

Australian business and in accordance with CPG’s new risk categories;   

 

• review our current supplier due diligence processes and (i) align our current European vendor 

approval process with the new Global Procurement policy and (ii) begin to incorporate certain 

key aspects of CPG’s new due diligence practices (e.g. potential use of a modern slavery 

questionnaire for high risk suppliers);    

 

• continue to keep under review opportunities to seek to include modern slavery focused 

contractual obligations in our agreements with key property managers and our model supplier 

code of conduct clause with all suppliers where such provisions do not already exist;   

 

• consider developing standardised terms and conditions to supplement any purchase orders 

sent through the Yardi platform to new suppliers once this system is fully implemented in 

Europe;  

 

• continue to develop a new global Human Rights policy in collaboration with our Australian 

business; and  

 

• continue to improve our training offerings relating to modern slavery and aim to develop a 

series of ‘Sustainability Learning Bites’ videos focused on modern slavery matters while 

considering upskilling key employees on our new Global Procurement policy and processes 

via targeted procurement training. 

5. Approval of Statement 

This Statement was approved by the board of directors of Cromwell European Holdings Limited on 

21 December 2020 and is signed by: 

 

 

 

Mark McLaughlin      

Director, Cromwell European Holdings Limited   

  


